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Abstract: An Automatic Web based Placement is a web site design for exam papers. It will be used to write the exams in the online. And it will be helpful to save the time. And it is very efficient to give the results. In this online examination project will be helpful to students and Co-operation companies. It means it will be used to conduct the exams not only colleges but also for employees. And it also gives results too fast compare to old model exams. And in this have power saving system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The changes on earth’s surface from natural and human causes are rapid. Scientists and researchers are concerned on detecting the changes without knowing the scale of changes which is very hard and need to be addressed. Online examination is called as internet examinations. Today many organizations are conducting online examinations to know about the student performance. In this exam paper in the format of MCQS model[1-3]. And in this type will be easy to evaluate. And in this viva will be through online through student e-mail id. This will replace the old model. The old model is used by the paper when the paper is crumbling, but now the exam is online so papers are web design papers. The internet s need for write the exam. The Online examination displays results in tabular form and also display the student results in graph analysis[5]. Write Online examination at any time by using internet. Exam will be in MCQS format. The option can change if you choose easily. It will be use the PHP and MYSQL to design the web site[6]. It will be provide the more security[7-9]. The main goal of our project is to replace the old model manual process for conducting the exams. In old manual model is not much effective and it will be require the more time and examiner must be present in the exam hall and check to the every student details manually. But it will require the internet connection to the student. It is enough to student. And it will be give the more accuracy results.

II. APPLICATIONS

The Online examination can have the some important applications are mentioned following.

1. It will be provide the more security.
2. And it will be very effective.
3. And in this give the more and more accurate results for exam.
4. Time consuming is less for give results to student.
5. The less money is spent for exams[6]. No need to transfer to one place to other place.

The Online examination will consist of the student information then easy to manipulate the authorities easily no need to worry about the student information maintained[11]. And maintain cost will be less because student information will be maintained by the computer[10]. Then no need to pay the money and it just have the hardware cost.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

This paper consists of the different types of modules. In this, a mainly two modules are the main lead modules. These are the admin and student module. In the admin module will be have the some of the authorities to change the user information and delete and add the user information. And admin also have the permissions to add the exam papers to exam section. And also view the questions list and admin only have that type of permissions. Student can login to the web site by using their login credentials and then to write the exam by choosing the levels. In this exam will be have the level choosing the which level they will be interested. They will be display the answer key also.
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A. **Admin module**
In Admin can be handle the all programs that handled by the admin. Admin can have the all rights about the exam papers design and student details changing purpose.

B. **Student Module**
In Student module is have the some permission to write the exam. And student is must be registered. Then only they will access the exam papers.

C. **Student marks Analysis**
In Student module is have the some permission to write the exam and also view there marks. Then it will be display these results in the form the graph representation. Then it can be easy to understand the student details and also performance of the student.

D. **Answer key**
In Student will be complete their exam then display the results and also display the answer key that will be helpful to students for knowing which answer is correct.

IV. **MODULES**
The Online examination portal can have the different types of modules and they will be explained below every individual module can have the different purposes

A. **Admin module**
This is admin login page. If admin enters right user id and password then opens a new window “administration”.

![Admin module](image)

B. **Administration menu**
Training this menu page will display all the actions about the admin and they will include the question papers. Apart from them, viva details and logout details will also be displayed.

![Administration menu](image)

C. **Home Page**
In Home page will be display about the online examination introduction and there details. And it give the brief detail about the examination system

![Home page](image)

D. **Manager Page**
In Manager page will be display sub menus. And that sub menus contains the links that are used to change the student details easily.
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E. **Add User Page**
In Add user page will be we can add the user details by using email id username and password and image of the student and then click add button then it will be display the added successfully.

![Add user](image)

F. **Search user Page**
In Search user page will be search student details by using the student name, it will be
give the related student details will be displayed.

**Fig. 7. Search user**

**G. Add Questions Page**

In Add Questions page will be add the questions to the exam paper. In this will be give the question name and id and multiple choices and correct answer will be give and click finally to add question button then it will be added successfully.

**Fig. 8. Add Questions**

**H. Viva Page**

In Viva page will be we can add the user details by using name email-id and facebook-id and skype id all these fields are fill then go to click submit it will be display the viva through online.

**Fig. 9. Viva Page**

**I. Student Registration Page**

In Student must have to fill these all felids for writing the exam. Then only they get the permissions to access the exam.

**Fig. 10. Registration form**

**J. Student Login page**

In Student Login page will be display the student login details like username and password then only student will be login to the exam and then to start the exam.

**Fig. 11. Student Login Page**

**K. Student Menu Page**

In Student Menu page will be display the student related actions. Like it will be give the actions through menu forms.

**Fig. 12. Student Menu**

**V. RESULTS**

As we can In this we can see the results that will be happened to write the exam.

**A. View Questions Page**

In this display the Questions list. This menu admin can select the particular subject then it displays the results for that subject.

**Fig. 13. View Questions Page**
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VI. CONCLUSION

The technique of using Online examination is web application to conduct the exams for students through internet. And it will be used to check the student performance. It will be saves the lot of time. And it will be saves the manual power. It is very good idea for conducting the exams. And in this will be helpful to give the results very quickly. No need to wait for results so much of time. And also give the answer key to check the student exam paper answers. It will be save auto power save it means it will be save the current action in the exam whenever a power is fails. And power is coming then it will be continue to current action.
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